Monitoring changes in forest height, biomass and carbon stock is important for understanding the drivers of forest change, clarifying the geography and magnitude of the fluxes of the global carbon budget and for providing input data to REDD+. The objective of this study was to investigate the feasibility of covering these monitoring needs using InSAR DEM changes over time and associated estimates of forest biomass change and corresponding net CO 2 emissions. A wall-to-wall map of net forest change for Uganda with its tropical forests was derived from two Digital Elevation Model (DEM) datasets, namely the SRTM acquired in 2000 and TanDEM-X acquired around 2012 based on Interferometric SAR (InSAR) and based on the height of the phase center. Errors in the form of bias, as well as parallel lines and belts having a certain height shift in the SRTM DEM were removed, and the penetration difference between X-and C-band SAR into the forest canopy was corrected. On average, we estimated X-band InSAR height to decrease by 7 cm during the period 2000-2012, corresponding to an estimated annual CO 2 emission of 5 Mt for the entirety of Uganda. The uncertainty of this estimate given as a 95% confidence interval was 2.9-7.1 Mt. The presented method has a number of issues that require further research, including the particular SRTM biases and artifact errors; the penetration difference between the X-and C-band; the final height adjustment; and the validity of a linear conversion from InSAR height change to AGB change. However, the results corresponded well to other datasets on forest change and AGB stocks, concerning both their geographical variation and their aggregated values.
Introduction
This study presents an approach for mapping the net forest change during a 12-year period, and the associated CO 2 emissions, for the country of Uganda using Interferometric SAR (InSAR). The background for this is the need for forest monitoring due to its significance for environmental issues, in particular because deforestation and forest degradation in the tropics contributes with considerable fractions of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions [1, 2] . At the same time, the presently-used methods tend to suffer from a range of limitations, which are outlined below. The present study is based on two existing datasets having global or near-global coverage and being 12 years apart, which means that the approach has the potential to be applied near-globally and covering a time period long enough to be robust against short-term variations. An implementation of REDD+ (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation, and promoting conservation, sustainable management of forests and enhancement of forest carbon stocks) [3] , requires a system of an unprecedented scale for Measuring, Reporting and Verification (MRV) of forest carbon [4] to realize the core idea of performance-based payments. Furthermore, prior to estimating annual emissions and removals, there is a need for a Forest Reference Emission Level (FREL), a benchmark against which the actual emissions and removals are compared. Mapping and quantification of forest carbon changes are also required to improve the understanding of the global carbon cycle and budget, where forests contribute with major, yet uncertain, stocks and fluxes [5] .
Carbon emissions from forests are commonly estimated with a book-keeping approach where areas of forest (or land use) change categories are multiplied with corresponding changes in carbon stock densities, or emission factors [6] . A global input data source often used for the area data is land use change data obtained from UN-FAO's compilation of national statistics [7] . A major uncertainty in this approach is that the FAO data quality varies considerably between countries and because of crude and uncertain emission factors. In the global carbon budget, which is essential in understanding climate change, there is currently a considerable land sink, the size and location of which is unknown [8] . Remote sensing-based approaches are increasingly used for mapping areas having a change in land use or forest cover based on Landsat and similar satellites at the global scale [9] or at the national scale as exemplified for Brazil by Hansen, et al. [10] . Remote sensing is also increasingly used to obtain the biomass or carbon densities [11] [12] [13] ; however, major discrepancies have been found in comparisons of such datasets [14, 15] . Another limitation when using optical satellite data is that gradual changes in forest biomass due to forest growth or forest degradation are hardly picked up. Hence, new approaches overcoming these limitations would be valuable, and remote sensing data with 3D capabilities are promising because the biomass in a forest is largely determined by its vertical structure.
3D remote sensing methods are sensitive to both the height and the coverage of the foliage, and deriving estimates of Above Ground Biomass (AGB) from this relies on a relationship between AGB and the distribution of foliage in the 3D space. This is the case for remote sensing methods working with electromagnetic wavelengths in the range from visible light (optical sensors), via near-infrared (LiDAR) to short wavelength SAR (X-and C-band). Longer wavelengths such as L-and P-band SAR are more sensitive to the main biomass components directly, i.e., trunks and large branches.
Airborne LiDAR provides point clouds of echoes, from which data on forest height and growing stock have been obtained in operational forest planning for more than a decade [16] , while the spaceborne LiDAR on IceSAT GLAS has provided waveforms in large footprints globally, and the planned GEDI (Global Ecosystems Dynamic Investigation) space LiDAR will provide high resolution data for the tropics.
3D data can be obtained from processing of image pairs, i.e., either stereo-matching of optical (photogrammetry) (e.g., [17] ), or SAR images (radargrammetry) (e.g., [18] ), or interferometric processing of SAR images (InSAR). The present paper is based on the latter. A number of models has been developed for interpretation of InSAR data from a forest model consisting of a vegetation layer above a ground surface, where coherence magnitude, phase and backscatter intensity vary with the height and coverage of the vegetation layer. This layer is composed of uniformly-distributed foliage objects working as elementary, volumetric scatterers. It is modeled either as a volume with full coverage in the RVoG (Random Volume over Ground) model [19, 20] ; as a volume with partial coverage in IWCM (Interferometric Water Cloud Model) [21] ; or as a single layer with partial coverage in TLM (Two-Level Model) [22, 23] . Estimates of AGB or stem volume (growing stock) can then be derived based on the InSAR-based height and coverage measures of this vegetation layer. However, these models require a DTM as input, which is rarely available for tropical forests, and hence, they cannot be used today for monitoring forest change in such forests. In the present paper, we will apply InSAR in a simpler way, by utilizing only the elevation of the phase center, and its changes over time. This elevation is given by:
where a z is the vertical wavenumber, i.e., the height shift that corresponds to one phase cycle; and E 1 E * 2 is the complex correlation of the signals E 1 and E 2 obtained with the two TanDEM-X receivers, given that the 2π phase height ambiguity can be resolved. If the ground elevation is known, we can derive the phase height above ground, or InSAR height, which depends on the height and the density of the canopy. This InSAR height is close to the power-averaged mean canopy height [24] . InSAR height has been correlated to canopy height, growing stock and AGB [22, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . It has been shown that forest growth and logging can be monitored as increases and decreases, respectively, in InSAR height, and this does not require a DTM [24, 31] . However, a conversion from InSAR height changes to AGB changes in areas without a DTM, there are certain requirements that must be met. One is that AGB must vary proportionally to InSAR height, or at least be close to this. From a theoretical point of view, it has been argued that the relationship between AGB (or growing stock) and InSAR height follows a power-law model, AGB ∝ H α , where α takes a value in the range 1-2 [24, 32] . Studies of InSAR height and field-measured growing stock or AGB have shown both proportional and curve-linear relationships, as well as relationships having too large of a residual variation to clarify this [30, [33] [34] [35] [36] . However, although a proportionality model is simple, in one study, it yielded more accurate results than a multi-variate model based on airborne LiDAR [36] , and in another study, it performed better than the TLM model [22] . It has also been demonstrated that AGB changes could be mapped and quantified based on changes in InSAR height, with results corresponding fairly well to changes measured by field inventory and airborne LiDAR, although a certain bias remained apparently due to errors in the input InSAR DEMs [37] . A second requirement is that the relationship between AGB and InSAR height needs to be the same at the points of time of the InSAR acquisitions, and although a certain temporal stability has been found in TanDEM-X height [38, 39] , one should avoid severe differences in weather conditions and effects of leaf-on versus leaf-off in deciduous forests, if possible [40, 41] .
The objective of this paper was to investigate the feasibility of using SRTM and TanDEM-X DEMs for mapping the geography of forest height changes over large areas, i.e., wall-to-wall over Uganda, and derive estimates of the corresponding biomass and carbon changes. In order for this to be a promising large-scale approach, the above-mentioned issues need to be taken into account, and some additional problems need to be solved. Firstly, there are considerable errors in the SRTM DEMs, i.e., height biases of several meters varying at the continental scale [42] and artifacts in the form of stripes [43] , which need to be removed. Secondly, the full-coverage SRTM DEM and the TanDEM-X DEM are obtained with C-and X-band, respectively, and their different penetration depths into a forest canopy need to be corrected for. The SRTM acquired also X-band data for parts of the area, and these data can be used for this correction.
Materials and Methods
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The SRTM and TanDEM-X DEMs were supplemented with a number of auxiliary datasets, all having full coverage over Uganda. We resampled the datasets to a 1-arc second spatial resolution in the WGS 84 datum and converted the SRTM DEMs to WGS 84 ellipsoidal heights. We combined the data into a stack with pixel alignment. An overview of the processing is shown in Figure 1 . 
Study Area
Uganda is a landlocked country with a total area of 241,551 km 2 , with elevation ranging from 500-5100 m a.s.l. With its location close to the Equator, the country experiences favorable rainfall and temperature and is thus endowed with diverse forest vegetation. Vegetation in natural forests can be categorized as tropical high forests and woodlands, accounting for 21 and 62% of the total forest area, respectively, and forest plantations with broadleaved and coniferous species accounting for 17% [44] . Uganda has experienced a forest loss from 3.1 million ha in the year 2000 down to 2.4 million ha in 2015. Forest losses vary greatly by management type, with a faster loss in private lands than those managed by forest and wildlife authorities [45] . Uganda has a large number of protected areas, covering 14% of the land area, and managed by either the Wildlife Authority, the National Forest Authority or district forestry services.
SRTM Data
From the SRTM mission, we used both the X-and C-band InSAR DEMs, which were acquired in February 2000 [46] . The SRTM mission acquired bi-static data by mounting SAR sensors both in the space shuttle body and on the tip of a 60-m extended boom. The C-band data were acquired with a scanSAR system of the Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C (SIR-C) hardware, while the X-band data were acquired with a strip map system. The C-band data had full areal coverage, while the X-band had partial coverage. The data were in geographic (lat/lon) projection in meters above sea level with a spatial resolution of 1 arc second. We downloaded the data as DEM tiles. The C-band data were downloaded from USGS and the X-band from the German Aerospace Centre (DLR). The tiles were mosaicked together into one C-band and one X-band DEM file over Uganda. We converted the elevation data to ellipsoidal heights using ENVI/Sarscape software. In the C-band, two small mountain areas contained void areas making up 0.24% of the country area.
TanDEM-X Data
TanDEM-X is a SAR satellite mission operating with two TerraSAR-X satellites in bistatic mode. Both satellites are operated by DLR. During their flight around the Earth, they form a crossing helix orbit, allowing them to cover the same spot from two positions [47] . The main objective of TanDEM-X is to provide data for a global DEM, the WorldDEM™, a global DEM with unprecedented accuracy [47] . However, the data are also excellent for forest monitoring applications. The satellites operate in the short wavelength, i.e., X-band, with the phase center located in the upper part of the forest canopy [48] . In the present study, we did not use the WorldDEM data as they are normally purchased, but another version having a coarser spatial resolution, i.e., 1 arc second and slightly coarser resolution in height, i.e., meters without decimals. The data were provided by Airbus Defense and Space as 37 1 • × 1 • tiles covering Uganda, where pixels outside Uganda were blanked. The data were given as ellipsoidal heights in WGS84-G1150 latitude/longitude projection. Each tile had been generated from a number of acquisitions, where the number varied from 13-64. The timeframe of acquisitions was from December 2010-November 2014, and we have assigned the data to one year, i.e., 2012, which represents the average year of acquisitions.
Estimating the X-C Penetration Difference
The first step was to correct for penetration difference between X-and C-band SRTM data. A part of the country was covered by SRTM X-band. Having both X-and C-band DEMs acquired here at the same point of time in the year 2000 enabled the comparison of the two DEMs and modeling of the penetration difference down into the canopy, i.e., the height difference between the X-and C-band phase centers. In order to model this, we here used Landsat-based forest cover data and estimated the penetration difference for 10% forest cover classes. A visual inspection of the difference between the X-and C-band DEMs (∆H1) indicated a height shift, as well as artifacts in the form of line Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 228 5 of 17 segments of about 1 km in width perpendicular to the belts that had X-band coverage (Figure 2 , left). These linear features could be due to errors in the X-or C-band SRTM DEMs. We divided the belts having SRTM X-band coverage into 1 km-wide and parallel lines and assumed a fixed height error for each. We derived estimates of penetration difference between X-and C-band (∆H_penetration) from the following models:
where L m denoted the height shift of each artifact line segment (m = 1-1967) mentioned above. The term ∆H_penetration n represented the penetration difference for a given 10% forest cover class (n = 0, 10%, . . . , 100%) ( Figure 3 ). The final term e1 was a random error.
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After correcting this height change for the difference in penetration between X-and C-band, we derived a corrected height change (∆H2_corr1).
However, this height difference contained artifacts similar to those described above in addition to the temporal height change. The artifacts were evident from a visual inspection of the map of these height differences (Figure 4, left) , appearing as parallel lines and bands, assumed to be errors in the SRTM C-band DEM in line with the findings of [43] . These lines and bands represented height errors, where all pixels of a given belt or line appeared to have a common vertical offset. The artifact pattern contained two sets of lines and two sets of belts, and we estimated a fixed height shift for each line and belt using an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) model to make a tailored filter:
where µ was an intercept, L1 i represented lines (i = 1, . . . , 757) of 1 km in width being parallel in the −29.8 • direction; L2 j was lines (j = 1, . . . , 535) of the same width and in the 29.6 • direction; B1 k was a set of belts (k = 1, . . . , 4) of different widths and perpendicular to L1 i (60.2 • ); and similarly, B2 l was a set of belts (l = 1, . . . , 4) of different widths and perpendicular to L2 j (−60.4 • ). The directions of the lines and belts were revealed from inspection of the data; however, they could not be unambiguously and accurately determined. The e2 ijkl denoted the residual error term in the ANOVA, which is assumed to be N(0,σ), and represented a further corrected height change over time (∆H2_corr2). The intention of the ANOVA was to pick up artifacts only and leave the real temporal change in the data. We excluded pixels having large height changes by being outside the 1-99 percentile range of ∆H2_corr1, as well as pixels classified as 'gain' or 'loss' in the Global Forest Change (GFC) dataset based on a Landsat 7 ETM+ time series between 2000 and 2012 [9], leaving about 77 million pixels for the ANOVA model. The result of this modelling was not very sensitive to the selection of data to be included in the model, i.e., whether to include gain and loss pixels or not.
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Remote
Estimating AGB and Carbon Change
We converted the height change (∆H_time) to an estimated AGB change for every pixel. This was based on the best available conversion models. For areas with evergreen, broadleaf forest, which typically has tall trees and high biomass densities, we used a conversion model based on the relationship found between AGB from a field inventory in the same forest type in the Amani sub-mountain area in the East Usumbara mountain region in northeast Tanzania and InSAR height obtained from a TanDEM-X DEM subtracted by an airborne LiDAR DTM. Here, AGB was found to increase proportionally with InSAR height with the factor 18.4 t/ha/m [35] . There was considerable residual scattering around the AGB model, and it could not be determined whether there was a proportionality between AGB and InSAR height or whether a curve-linear model would be more appropriate. The large residual variation was likely to result mainly from small field plots, being 900 m 2 . When field-based AGB data were replaced by AGB estimates from airborne LiDAR, there was a clear proportionality with InSAR height and much lower residual scattering; however, this might be attributable to a saturation effect in the LiDAR model used.
For all other land cover types in Uganda, which are dominated by scattered trees and low-biomass forests, we used a model based on a study in a miombo woodland in the Liwale region, in southeast Tanzania, having similar field, TanDEM-X and airborne LiDAR data. Here, the AGB was found to increase proportionally with InSAR height with 11.9 t/ha/m [36] . It is notable that this simple proportionality model yielded a higher accuracy than an AGB model based on airborne LiDAR data. Field inventory data were available from plots of 700 m 2 .
We calculated the expansion from AGB to total biomass (B) using ratio values of below-ground biomass to total biomass from various literature used in draft IPCC good practice guidance for LULUCF (Land Use, Land-Use Change and Forestry) [49] . For the evergreen broadleaf forests, we used total biomass (B) = 1.24 AGB. For all other land cover types, we used B = 1.48 AGB. We further calculated total carbon as 47% of total biomass [49] , which in return was converted to CO 2 equivalents by multiplying with the ratio of the molecular weight of carbon dioxide to that of carbon (44/12). We did this for the entirety of Uganda, including urban areas and farmlands, assuming that trees are present also in these land cover categories. The surface height in villages and cities may change over time due to non-forest changes, e.g., due to construction of new buildings; however, these changes will cover negligible areas. Other carbon pools, i.e., soil organic carbon, dead wood and litter, might also be significant. However, we have not included these due to a lack of reliable data.
Estimation of Uncertainty and Summary Statistics
We estimated the uncertainty with Monte Carlo (MC) simulation where ∆H2 was converted through four steps as ∆H2_corr1, ∆H2_corr2, ∆H_time to finally ∆AGB. We used a random sample of 1% of the entire dataset and carried out the above sequence of processing steps for every pixel, and we did this in 100 Monte Carlo iterations. For each processing step, we allowed the relevant parameters to vary randomly according to their estimated value and the standard error of this estimate. These estimates and standard errors were derived from the GLM and ANOVA in the present study and for the conversion to ∆AGB from published values [35, 36] . The Monte Carlo simulations resulted in 100 sets of data, and after aggregation, we got 100 mean values of ∆H_time and 100 mean values of ∆AGB.
From these mean values, we derived standard deviations and 95% confidence intervals, and the latter intervals were corrected for a slight deviation between the mean values of the entire dataset and the mean values of the Monte Carlo sample. We recalculated the standard deviations and confidence intervals of ∆AGB to standard deviations and confidence intervals of ∆C and ∆CO 2 by scaling, and we divided the summary statistics by 12 to get annual estimates.
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Comparison and Validation with External Data Sets
Ground truth data for height and biomass changes were not available for validation. However, we carried out a comparison with two sets of external data, which partly served as a validation. One set was the gain and loss dataset [9] based on Landsat data covering the same time period (2000-2012) as the present InSAR data, and the other set was three full coverage datasets of AGB over Uganda [11, 12, 15] . The comparisons were partly done by visual assessments of geographical patterns on maps of the data. In addition, we derived mean values of changes for the Landsat-based change categories loss, gain and no change and for land cover types. We used the land cover types from the MCD12Q1 land cover map from the U.S. Geological Survey based on MODIS data between 2001 and 2010 [50] . Ten land cover types were present in Uganda, and we reduced this to eight types by combining land cover types having a small extent. We evaluated the consistency between the InSAR height changes and Landsat based change categories. Finally, concerning the use of external, reference AGB datasets, we calculated 90, 95 and 99 percentile values. We did this for the absolute values of our estimated AGB changes and also for the external AGB stocks, and we did it separately for each land cover type. The idea behind this was that the maximum change in AGB for a given land cover type should correspond to the maximum stock in AGB for that type.
Results and Discussion

Estimating the X-C Penetration Difference
Linear artifacts dominated the height difference between the X-and C-band SRTM DEMs. The GLM model effectively picked up these artifacts, as well as the penetration difference between the X-and C-band in vegetation (Figure 2 ). The residuals of the model appeared to be random noise (Figure 2 , right) with an RMSE of 2.8 m. The artifacts clearly occurred as lines across the X-band belts. The model explained 56% of the variation, and this was almost entirely attributable to linear artifacts ( Table 1 ). The analysis of variance table is sequential, i.e., the sums of squares are obtained by entering the sources of variation sequentially. As expected, the penetration difference increased with forest cover. However, the increase was not linear, with the largest difference found for 20% forest cover. Towards both ends of the forest cover scale, the difference was intermediate. The explanation may be that the forest cover estimation with Landsat has a problem with separating zero forest cover and complete forest cover, because these cases may appear as homogeneous areas where the contrast between forested and non-forested land is less apparent. In addition, it is possible that tall and dense grass vegetation causes a difference between the two bands in non-forest areas. We redid this modelling with separate penetration differences for different land cover types, but this had a minor influence on the results, so we discarded this.
Estimating Height Changes Over Time
The initial height difference between the TanDEM-X and the SRTM C-band DEM (∆H2) had pronounced artifacts similar to those described above (Figure 4) . These artifacts remained when we corrected for the penetration difference between X-and C-band. The artifacts were caused by errors in the C-band SRTM DEM. We identified them with the ANOVA as clearly linear features at four different angles. The model explained 19% of the initial variance in the dataset, and the RMSE of the model was 2.2 m. The residuals of this model represented the corrected height difference (∆H2_corr2) and appeared to represent temporal height changes more reliably. The height differences were in general smaller in magnitude, varied more smoothly over Uganda, and a number of spatial features became visible, indicating forest areas having height changes (Figure 4) . The four bands going in the northeast-southwest direction were the strongest features, which alone explained 11% and by far had the highest mean square value (Table 2 ). These four bands largely occurred as a split of the country in two halves with a particular difference. Table 2 . Results of the analyses of variance (ANOVA) for removing artifact lines and bands of the SRTM C-band DEM (m) (Equation (6) 
Vertical Bias Adjustment
The median height difference was now 0.14 m ( Figure 5 ), which we used as an estimate of the vertical bias of the height differences. We subtracted 0.14 m from ∆H2_corr2 and obtained the final dataset representing the 12-year change in forest height (∆H_time). The width of the 99% confidence interval of the median value was less than 1 cm. However, using this estimate for the bias and its uncertainty relies on the assumption that the median height change was an appropriate estimate of the bias between the TanDEM-X DEM and the corrected SRTM C-band DEM. This assumption represents the largest uncertainty in the results of this study, and further research on how to obtain a reliable estimate of the vertical bias would be valuable. If we assume that a considerable fraction of the land area in Uganda had no height change, then these pixels should appear as a block of data with a stable height change value in the center of the population in Figure 5 . In this case, the median value would be a robust estimate of the bias, even when the number of pixels having a decrease and the number of pixels having an increase were not equal. We can see in the frequency distribution that the population of height changes had a clear peak, and not a flat top of stable height change values. However, this narrow peak can be attributable to random errors of the InSAR measurements and models applied, and not to a lack of pixels having no height change in Uganda.
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The median height difference was now 0.14 m (Figure 5 ), which we used as an estimate of the vertical bias of the height differences. We subtracted 0.14 m from ΔH2_corr2 and obtained the final dataset representing the 12-year change in forest height (ΔH_time). The width of the 99% confidence interval of the median value was less than 1 cm. However, using this estimate for the bias and its uncertainty relies on the assumption that the median height change was an appropriate estimate of the bias between the TanDEM-X DEM and the corrected SRTM C-band DEM. This assumption represents the largest uncertainty in the results of this study, and further research on how to obtain a reliable estimate of the vertical bias would be valuable. If we assume that a considerable fraction of the land area in Uganda had no height change, then these pixels should appear as a block of data with a stable height change value in the center of the population in Figure 5 . In this case, the median value would be a robust estimate of the bias, even when the number of pixels having a decrease and the number of pixels having an increase were not equal. We can see in the frequency distribution that the population of height changes had a clear peak, and not a flat top of stable height change values. However, this narrow peak can be attributable to random errors of the InSAR measurements and models applied, and not to a lack of pixels having no height change in Uganda. 
Summary Statistics and Uncertainty
The mean InSAR height change for the entirety of Uganda was −7.3 cm during the years from 2000-2012 (Table 3 ). The standard error on this was estimated by the Monte Carlo simulation to 2.2 cm, and with a 95% confidence interval ranging from 3-11.6 cm. The input parameters for the Monte Carlo simulation are given in Table 4 . This includes the penetration difference between the X-and C-band from Equation (3), the intercept and artifacts of Equation (6) and the conversion from height change to AGB change based on published models [35, 36] . The estimated decrease in AGB was 1.26 ± 0.27 t/ha. The uncertainty of this decrease is underestimated, mainly because we used models based on data from smaller parts of Tanzania. However, the fact that two completely different forest types in Tanzania, i.e., the evergreen broadleaf forest and the miombo woodland, had models with parameter estimates of similar magnitude indicates that this may have a moderate influence on the uncertainty. Table 3 . Summary statistics and uncertainty for ∆H_time and ∆AGB. The mean is derived from the entire population, while the standard error of the mean (SE) and the 95% confidence intervals (CI) are derived from 100 Monte Carlo iterations based on a subsample of 1% of the dataset and rescaled to the mean. This corresponded to an annual carbon stock loss of 1.4 ± 0.29 Mt, with a 95% confidence interval from 0.79-1.94 Mt C. The corresponding figures for the annual emission of CO 2 to the atmosphere was 5.0 ± 1.1 Mt, with a 95% confidence interval from 2.9-7.1 Mt CO 2 . The expansion from AGB change to CO 2 change did not take into account uncertainties in the recalculation from AGB to total biomass change and, further, the conversion of this to CO 2 , because the uncertainties in these conversion steps were not available. These aggregated values were derived from 213 million pixels covering an area of 204,299 km 2 .
Source
The Ugandan Forest Reference Level (FRL) [45] reported an annual carbon loss of 8.05 Mt/year, in CO 2 equivalent, between 2000 and 2015 from deforestation and degradation after deducting a carbon gain from conservation and sustainable forest management. The difference between this and our estimate of annual carbon loss can be partially explained by differences in the approach and forest definition. In the FRL, carbon gain was estimated only from non-forest lands converted into forests. Our approach, however, accounted for non-forest conversion to forests, as well as carbon gain due to growth in forests remaining as forests. The FRL defined degradation as tropical high forests or woodlands converted into other forest types of low carbon stock, such as plantations. Our approach however accounts for carbon loss due to all forms of degradation, i.e., reduction in forest carbon due to reduction in forest height. Furthermore, unlike the FRL, the current study did not apply lower thresholds of forest definition in terms of height, forest area and crown cover parameters.
Comparison and Validation with External Datasets
A comparison with Landsat-based change categories served as a validation of the results, while also clarifying the unique and supplementary value of the present InSAR approach. Our results show decreases in forest height occurring largely in a zone going across the country from Lake Albert in the west to Lake Victoria in the east, and being most severe in the western part ( Figure 6 , upper left). Increases in forest height occurred in the large Murchison Falls protected area, which is seen as a large, green area northeast of Lake Albert. Zooming up revealed a similar height increase in other protected forest areas such as Bugoma (Figure 6, lower left) . There was an abrupt change from a decrease to an increase in forest height when going from the outside to the inside of the protected area, indicating an efficient protection. The changes obtained with Landsat and provided as forest gain and forest loss were generally seen in smaller fractions of the country, as compared to the other changes. The forest loss category occurred largely in the same area containing the height decreases seen with InSAR, in particular to the southeast of Lake Albert. A closer look around Bugoma also revealed a strong similarity between the InSAR-and Landsat-based decreases, which is striking when taking into account that there are two completely different measurement types. The former is based on 3D measurements of height changes, while the latter is based on spectral properties of reflected solar radiation. However, there is less similarity between InSAR and Landsat when it comes to height increases and forest gain. This is evident in the protected areas like Murchison Falls and Bugoma, where forest height apparently has increased by several meters, while no change was detected in forest cover with Landsat data. This is as expected in the case where forest cover is complete and the trees are growing in height. It is notable that the residual land sink flux of the global carbon budget, the geography and magnitude of which is largely unknown, may well occur as smaller areas and spots like the present protected areas. The obscurity of their location and magnitude may be a result of the dominance of monitoring with 2D data such as Landsat, while a 3D approach like with InSAR is required for them to be detected.
However, some SRTM errors were apparently not removed in our processing, and methods to remove such errors should be further developed. There is a narrow linear feature in the northeast-southwest direction, obviously being a remaining error. In addition, in the northern part of Uganda, some red areas are present, which appear to be erroneous due to their linear borders ( Figure 6 , upper left). The explanation for these features may partly be that the patterns seen are not straight linear, but rather arcs, and further studies could focus on how to identify the geometry of these arcs accurately. In addition, the linear features are likely influenced by orbit adjustments during the SRTM campaign [43] causing stripes and bands to have slightly different directions than elsewhere in the country.
The agreement between the Landsat and InSAR-based approaches, both representing the time period 2000-2012, was also demonstrated by calculating mean height changes for Landsat change categories (Table 5) . For all the land cover types, the loss category had height decreases of some meters, while the no change category had mean values around zero and the gain categories had positive mean values. The mean height decrease of the loss category in the evergreen broadleaf forest type was 8.5 m, which was clearly more than the other categories, and this is reasonable as this forest type in general has very tall trees and a clear cut is expected to make up a considerable decrease in canopy height. For only one of the land cover types, i.e., grasslands, the estimated height increase for the category 'gain' was slightly smaller (0.2 m) than that for 'no change' (0.3 m). A synergistic way of combining Landsat and InSAR data is to apply such mean ∆AGB values and their corresponding CO 2 emissions as local emission factors.
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The agreement between the Landsat and InSAR-based approaches, both representing the time period 2000-2012, was also demonstrated by calculating mean height changes for Landsat change categories (Table 5) . For all the land cover types, the loss category had height decreases of some meters, while the no change category had mean values around zero and the gain categories had positive mean values. The mean height decrease of the loss category in the evergreen broadleaf forest type was 8.5 m, which was clearly more than the other categories, and this is reasonable as this forest type in general has very tall trees and a clear cut is expected to make up a considerable decrease in canopy height. For only one of the land cover types, i.e., grasslands, the estimated height increase for the category 'gain' was slightly smaller (0.2 m) than that for 'no change' (0.3 m). A synergistic way of combining Landsat and InSAR data is to apply such mean ΔAGB values and their corresponding CO2 emissions as local emission factors. The absolute value of our estimated AGB changes varied geographically in a similar way as the AGB stocks [15] . A large magnitude of changes occurred in the western and southwestern part of Uganda and in some scattered areas including mountains around the country (Figure 7) . Here, we see estimated AGB losses and increases up to about 100 t/ha or more. The same areas are seen in the map of estimated AGB stock, although the magnitude of the stocks is in general higher than the magnitude of the changes. Similar geographical patterns in AGB stocks are seen in the other published maps of AGB in Uganda [11, 12] . The similarities in the magnitudes of AGB changes and AGB stocks are also evident when plotting the 99 percentile values of AGB changes for different land cover types against the corresponding 99 percentiles of published AGB stocks (Figure 8 ). In general, the 99 percentile values are scattered close to the 1:1 line, in particular for the Baccini [11] and Saatchi data [12] . The 99 percentile values were highly correlated with Pearson correlation coefficients above 0.9.
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Conclusions
The presented method has a number of uncertainties that requires further research before it can be recommended as an operational method for forest monitoring. The particular SRTM biases and artifact errors need to be investigated for other and larger areas. The penetration difference between the X-and C-band in the SRTM DEMs should be studied in other forest types. The final height adjustment is crucial for the carbon change values aggregated at the national scale, as the mean forest height change is given on a cm or dm scale. The validity of a linear conversion from InSAR height change to AGB change requires more research in different forest types. However, this is an alternative and promising method as a complement to other widely-used methods today. The results corresponded well with other datasets on forest change and AGB stocks, concerning both their geographical variation and their mean and percentile values for land cover types. The next few years will provide opportunities for this approach based on the extended lifetime of TanDEM-X, expected to last until 2021, while related methods may be available through new missions like the TanDEM-L.
